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ABSTRACT: The U.S. Navy is keenly interested in analyses and predictions of waves at sea due to their effects on im-

portant tasks such as shipping, base preparedness, and disaster relief. U.S. Tropical Cyclone (TC) Forecast Centers rou-

tinely disseminate wind probabilities consistent with official TC forecasts worldwide, but do not do the same for wave

forecasts. These probabilities are especially important at longer leads where TC forecast accuracy diminishes. This work

describes global wave probabilities consistent with both the official TC forecasts and their wind probabilities.Real-time runs for 84

TCsbetweenMay2018 andMarch 2019,withprobabilities generated for 12- and 18-ft significantwaveheights are used to calculate

verification statistics. This results in 347, 319, 261, 214, 155, and 112 verification cases at lead times of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days where

each verification case consists of a 208 3 208 latitude–longitude grid around the verifying TC position.When compared with wave

probabilities generated solely by a global numerical weather prediction model, the wind probability–based algorithm demon-

strates improved consistencywith official forecasts and provides additional benefits. Those benefits include an improved capability

to discriminate between 12- and 18-ft significant wave events and nonevents. The verification statistics also shows that the wind

probability–based algorithm has a consistent high bias. How these biases can be reduced in future efforts is also discussed.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: The extreme wave heights associated with tropical cyclones are difficult to accurately

forecast deterministically or probabilistically. To exacerbate matters, existing global ensemble systems cannot resolve the

strongestwinds in hurricanes and typhoons, and so they provide input towavemodels that is inconsistentwith official forecasts.

This paper describes an algorithm that provides ensemble wind wave products that are bothmore realistic and consistent with

official forecasts from tropical cyclone forecast centers.We show that thismethod provides improved identification of extreme

wave events,which shouldprovide improved input for ship navigation andhazard avoidance that saves both lives andproperty.

KEYWORDS: Forecast verification/skill; Forecasting techniques; Operational forecasting; Probability

forecasts/models/distribution

1. Introduction

U.S. Navy operations are adversely impacted by high seas,

especially those from tropical cyclones (TCs). In particular, the

U.S. Navy is concerned about significant wave heights and their

effects on safely routing ships, routine and emergency ship

sorties, and Human Assistance Disaster Relief activities.

Traditionally, wave model ensembles are run with Numerical

Weather Prediction (NWP) model surface winds to produce

significant wave heights and wave height probabilities around

TCs. However, the NWP models are generally inconsistent

with official forecasts from the U.S. TC forecast centers and

lack the resolution to adequately capture large gradients in TC

structure specified in the official forecasts (e.g., Tolman et al.

2005). This is problematic for forecasters and downstream

applications as the inconsistencies add confusion to an already

stressful situation. To address this issue, the U.S. Navy’s Fleet

Numerical Meteorology andOceanography Center (FNMOC)

implemented a deterministic global wave model forecast that

uses postprocessed winds from U.S. TC forecast centers as

input to WAVEWATCH III (WW3; Tolman 1991; Tolman

et al. 2002; NCEP 2020). This algorithm is named for the

WAVEWATCH III model (WW3) and its input TC winds

from the U.S. TC forecast centers (OFCL), thus named

WW3TCOFCL (Sampson et al. 2013). Faced with deficiencies

in both the forcing winds and resolution for forecasting TC

generated waves in the Northwest Australian region, the

Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Zieger et al. 2018; Aijaz

et al. 2019) designed a postprocessingmethod that correct wind

distribution biases associated with TCs in the NWP model

ensembles used to force their high resolution (8 km) wave

model. For each ensemble member, the method constructs a

synthetic vortex to replace the existing one, keeping the

asymmetric flow in in the numerical model. An evaluation of

operational real-time runs found improvements in both TC

wind and TC-generated wave probabilities, and importantly

they had consistency between the winds from the NWP
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ensemble and the waves. These consistency and resolution is-

sues are important to operations, and as yet there is no oper-

ational global wave model ensemble consistent with U.S. TC

forecast center forecasts, wind probabilities associated with TC

forecasts (DeMaria et al. 2013), and deterministic wave fore-

casts derived from U.S. forecast center forecasts (Sampson

et al. 2013).

To address both consistency and resolution issues, a post-

processing algorithm has been developed that constructs and

inserts realistic wind structure in the vicinity of TCs out to

120 h. These winds are consistent with the forecasts from the

U.S. TC forecast centers, which are frequently quite different

in track, intensity and/or structure from the NAVGEM or

other numerical model forecasts. These differences between

official U.S. TC forecast and NWP forecasts can cause confu-

sion for forecasters, warning managers and the general public

in a time when coordinated and clear communication is of the

utmost importance. The postprocessed winds can then be used

in the Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM, Hogan

et al. 2014) global wave model ensemble to produce wave

probability fields that are consistent with deterministic TC

forecasts and wind probabilities generated at the U.S. TC

forecast centers. The current incarnation of this algorithm is

designed to run as a 20-member ensemble on a 0.258 global
WW3 grid, the same as currently used at FNMOC. This is an

intentional design to be consistent with the current NAVGEM

global wave model ensemble so that implementation is sim-

plified, extra computational resources are minimal, and the

wind postprocessing algorithm can be run independently of the

NAVGEM global wave model ensemble. Sampson et al.

(2016) demonstrated that more ensemble members would be

beneficial, but computational restrictions may not allow for

expanding the ensemble. NRL has implemented the post-

processing algorithmwith theWW3 ensemble, executed in real

time for over a year, and gathered runs for this evaluation. The

algorithm, hereafter referred to asWW3TCOFCL ensemble, is

described in section 2. Section 3 provides a description of how

the data are used to conduct our evaluation. The result of the

evaluations is provided in section 4, where individual cases and

probabilistic verification is presented followed by conclusions

and discussion of future work.

2. Algorithm description

The WW3TCOFCL ensemble follows the algorithm pub-

lished in Sampson et al. (2016), except that the number of

ensemble members has been reduced to 20 (the same number

as in the FNMOC operational WW3 ensemble run using

NAVGEM ensemble surface winds, hereafter referred to as

the WW3NAVGEM ensemble) from 128.The WW3TCOFCL

ensemble grid has also been expanded to a global 0.258 3 0.258
grid to match the operational WW3NAVGEM ensemble.

These changes are made so that the algorithm adheres to

computing and other resource constraints at FNMOC, and so

that the algorithm could also be implemented within the cur-

rent WW3NAVGEM ensemble job instead of as a completely

separate algorithm. Expanding the application to a global grid

and reducing the number of ensemblemembers to 20 introduced

major changes to the algorithm with potentially adverse ef-

fects. Also, there have been important changes (new sensors

and new methods) in wind structure analysis that occurred at

the Joint Typhoon Warning Center since the original evalua-

tion that could potentially change the performance of the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble. And finally, the global grid allows

waves to propagate around the world as they do in the real

world while the limited domains in Sampson et al. (2016) did

not. All these changes require vetting since their overall effects

on performance are uncertain.

To summarize the current WW3TCOFCL ensemble algo-

rithm: First, 20 forecast ensemble members from the original

1000 generated using the wind speed probability (WSP) algo-

rithm (DeMaria et al. 2013) are randomly selected. Each WSP

ensemble member is made available to the WW3TCOFCL

deterministic model (Sampson et al. 2013) independently to

create each ensemble member. The ensemble member is es-

sentially the same as an official forecast defined at 0, 12, 24, 36,

48, 72, 96, and 120 h with the extent of the circulation extending

to 20 kt (1 kt 5 0.514m s21) at the radius of outermost closed

isobar specified in the TC analysis. Hourly TC forecast wind

fields are created and interpolated to high-resolution hourly

storm-scale gridded fields using O’Reilly and Guza (1993)

tessellation. Then, NAVGEMensemble surface wind fields are

postprocessed by removing the NWP model TC vortex from

each member’s set of forecast fields. Location is determined

by using predicted centers from the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) vortex tracker (Marchok

2002). The entire area out to the analyzed radius of outermost

closed isobar is removed at all forecast times. This is done

to remove geographical displaced and structurally different

NAVGEM ensemble forecasts so that only the background

field remains. The removed TC vortex is replaced with bilinear

interpolated data from the borders of the removed area. The

final step of the gridded surface wind processing is inserting the

hourly storm-scale gridded fields (one for each active TC) into

the NAVGEM 10m winds (originally at 18 resolution) to a

0.258 3 0.258 global grid for WW3 v5.16—the operational

version at FNMOC during 2018 and 2019. Even this resolution

is insufficient to resolve the highest winds and waves, especially

with TCs that have small eyes. The resultant set of gridded

surface wind field forecasts at 1-h forecast intervals provide the

wind forcing for WW3 to generate ocean wave forecasts for

each ensemble member. Ensemble member wave forecasts are

then combined to produce probability fields of significant wave

height exceeding a threshold (e.g., 12 or 18 ft) on a 18 resolution
grid. This resolution is consistent with the current operational

WW3NAVGEM ensemble probabilities available from

FNMOC. An example of the 12-ft significant wave height

probabilities on the right side of Fig. 1. Since we are only

running 20 members of the WW3 ensemble, the probability

fields are generated on a 18 3 18 global grid to reduce graininess
noted in Sampson et al. (2016). Still, this graininess is visible at

longer lead forecast times such as the 96-h WW3TCOFCL

ensemble forecast probabilities shown in Fig. 1.

The entire 10-m wind field preparation process takes just a

fewminutes on aCrayXC-30, and an estimated 1 h of wall-time

to run both the wind field preparation and the 20 WW3
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ensemble members using 16 processors per ensemble member.

Although attempts are made to warm start theWW3TCOFCL

ensemble every 12 h using the previous 12-h forecast, this was

not feasible when NRL computer resources became unavail-

able for extended periods of time. In these instances, the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble was cold started with potentially

adverse effects on seas and swell in the early forecast times.

These effects become less important beyond 24 h, but they are

worth noting as they are plainly visible in visual inspection.

3. Evaluation data

TheWW3TCOFCLensemble was run in real time on 84 TCs

that existed betweenMay 2018 andMarch 2019. NRL was able

produce forecast data in the vicinity of TCs in all regions of the

globe. As with most nonoperational real-time NWP systems,

NRL had issues with data acquisition and unscheduled com-

puter downtime. As a result of this computer downtime, the

evaluation set has periodic gaps resulting in some artifacts from

the many WW3 cold starts, some of which are visible in our

evaluation. Since the WW3TCOFCL ensemble was run on the

same grid and has the same number of members as the

WW3NAVGEM ensemble, verification of head-to-head cases

will provide insight into both ensembles.

For ground truth we use the WW3TCOFCL deterministic

model analysis of significant wave height in feet (ft; 1 ft 5
0.3048m), as that is the parameter most commonly used in

Navy operations. Noting again that the WW3TCOFCL de-

terministic model uses postprocessed winds forecasted by U.S.

TC forecast centers. Since the U.S. Navy is most concerned

about significant wave heights in ship routing, we chose to

evaluate significant wave height probabilities. We present re-

sults using WW3TCOFCL deterministic model significant

wave height analyses, but we also evaluated results against

WW3NAVGEM deterministic analyses.The WW3NAVGEM

deterministic model analyses assimilate altimeter data (Cummings

and Wittmann 2009), but little difference was found between

results using the WW3TCOFCL and WW3NAVGEM deter-

ministic model analyses as ground truth. The 12- and 18-ft

thresholds chosen for evaluation are not necessarily the

thresholds used for operational forecasting, but span a rea-

sonable range of significant wave heights associated with TCs

and are routinely available for theWW3NAVGEM ensemble.

To gather data with 12- and 18-ft significant wave heights,

which are not common in the tropics, our verification was

limited to a 208 3 208 box surrounding the verifying TC posi-

tion. This area is likely larger than the TC wind field (Frank

1977) and also generally encompasses the extreme waves as-

sociated with TCs. In most cases a 208 3 208 box will include

many cases of zero probabilities in both the forecast and

verification data (null cases), which affects results and their

interpretation. The verification impacts of null cases are dis-

cussed section 3. We also attempted this evaluation using a

108 3 108 box around the verifying TC location, and found that

this smaller area did not always encompass the TC-driven

waves and highest significant wave height probabilities at

longer forecast leads. At these longer leads, the area of high

significant wave height probabilities can be both larger and

dislocated from the 108 3 108 box around the verifying posi-

tion. Our evaluation was also limited to TCs with verifying

intensities of 35 kt or greater intensity, which results in limiting

the false alarm rates for both algorithms.

Although we verify WW3TCOFCL ensemble probabilities

against WW3NAVGEM deterministic model significant wave

height analyses (which assimilate altimeter wave heights), we

do not to attempt verification ensemble runs against buoys

FIG. 1. (left)WW3NAVGEMensemble and (right)WW3TCOFCL ensemble 96-h forecast 12-ft significant wave

height probabilities for Dorian (AL052019) at 0000 UTC 29 Aug 2019. National Hurricane Center forecast track

(blue) is shown for reference. Also, NAVGEMensemble TC tracks and wind probability realizations generated by

the U.S. TC forecast center wind probabilities (brown) are included. Probability (%) color bar is shown at the

bottom.
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and/or altimetry data explicitly, other than anecdotally. These

observations have coverage issues that hinder verification of

steep gradients and rare events, and can yield misleading re-

sults (see Sampson et al. 2013).

Table 1 provides a summary of the cases used in the verifi-

cation. Each 208 3 208 verification area represents 400 poten-

tial paired forecast and verification points, so the values in

Table 1 are effectively 1/400th of the paired forecast points

evaluated (minus an estimated 10% that verified over land and

were removed from verification). Grid differences also ac-

counted for minor differences in the matched pairs over water,

1 or 2 paired forecasts in approximately 10% of the cases. This

represents differences of less than 0.1% and is ignored.

Summary statistics at the end of the results section are

provided with significance using a two-tailed Student’s t test.

To remove correlation issues within the data, each 208 3 208
(each with potentially 400 paired forecasts) is treated as a

single case. Then the t tests are provided for the summary

statistics—discrimination distance, relative/receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) area under curve (AUC), and Brier

score. No effort is made to account for the effects of serial

correlation in the summary data, but the degrees of freedom

are conservatively estimated using the number of cases rather

than the number of matched pairs (i.e., counting every point in

the 208 3 208 box as a case).

4. Results

To demonstrate significant wave height forecasts we

present results in three ways. We first present two cases that

exemplify our real-time assessment of the differences be-

tween WW3TCOFCL ensemble and WW3NAVGEM en-

semble significant wave height probabilities. We then verify

WW3TCOFCL ensemble andWW3NAVGEM ensemble against

WW3TCOFCL deterministic model significant wave height

analyses, and for completeness, against WW3NAVGEM de-

terministic significant wave height analyses. For objective

probabilistic verification statistics generation, we use the

Model Evaluation Tools (MET; Development Testbed Center

2020) grid verification tools. We employ MET parameters re-

liability, likelihood, calibration, ROC, ROC AUC, and Brier

score to obtain a reasonably complete summary of perfor-

mance characteristics of each ensemble. Each of these metrics

is described in section 4c.

a. Typhoon Maria (WP102018)—Intensifying to 140 kt

To highlight differences in the two algorithms (WW3 run

with/without postprocessing) in an intensifying TC, we choose

the Maria (WP102018). Maria, the eighth named storm of the

2018 typhoon season, was a powerful tropical cyclone that af-

fected Guam, the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan, and East China in

early July 2018. Here we examine 96-h forecasts valid at

0000 UTC 9 July 2018, initiated at 0000 UTC 5 July when the

storm was located southeast of Guam and forecast to intensify

as it moved toward Okinawa. Figure 2 shows details of the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble (left column) and WW3NAVGEM

ensemble (right column) forecasts of 12-ft seas. Consistent

among the TCs inspected (approximately 30 cases) are that the

WW3NAVGEM ensemble input forecast tracks (Fig. 2 top

row) and intensities both have reasonably large spread, but

that ensemble member intensities tend to be too low, with in-

tensities, unrealistically peaking near 70 kt for all members

(Fig. 2 second row). In comparison, the WSP tracks and in-

tensities appear to be well-calibrated with individual forecasts

encompassing the forecast, and thus provide more realistic

wind forcing input to WW3. In the case of Maria, this results

in large areas relatively weak wind forcing input to the

WW3NAVGEM ensemble, and much lower 12-ft significant

height probabilities when compared to those from the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble (Fig. 2, third row)—the issue is even

more pronounced for higher significant wave height thresholds

(not shown). These differences are not isolated, but seen

throughout the dataset, especially for developing TCs.

b. Hurricane Ileana (EP112018)—Maintaining intensity at
40–45 kt

The majority of TCs are not forecast to intensify beyond

70 kt. To highlight differences between a weaker TC that is

not forecast to intensify, we choose Hurricane Ileana’s 48-h

forecast valid at 0000 UTC 8 August 2018, initiated at

0000 UTC 6 August. Ileana was a remarkably small TC and

the ninth tropical storm in the east Pacific in 2018 and during

its life cycle tracked parallel to the Mexican coast. At this

time, NHC forecasted Ileana to remain weak as it ap-

proached the Baja California Peninsula. In this case, the

initial intensities used in the WW3NAVGEM ensemble en-

capsulate the initial estimate from NHC (Fig. 3, second row).

The forecast track (Fig. 3, top row) and intensity spreads

(Fig. 3, second row) are larger than those produced from the

WSP algorithm. The 12-ft seas probabilities forecasts (Fig. 3,

third row) fromWW3TCOFCL ensemble are still noticeably

higher probabilities in the vicinity of the highest observed

wave heights (Fig. 3, bottom row). Much of the difference in

12-ft significant wave height probabilities generated from the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble and WW3NAVGEM ensemble

can be explained by larger forecast track spread in the

WW3NAVGEM ensemble input.

c. Objective scores

Once the analyses are limited to 208 3 208 boxes centered
on the TC best track position, the probability forecasts can

be intercompared using standard probability metrics such as

reliability (Fig. 4), discrimination (Fig. 5), relative/receiver

operating characteristic (ROC; Fig. 6), and summary or

TABLE 1. Numbers of WW3TCOFCL ensemble and

WW3NAVGEM ensemble cases (each being a 208 3 208 grid)

gathered from real-time execution from 0000 UTC 26 May 2018 to

0000 UTC 18 Mar 2019 with 84 TCs occurring around the world

during that period. Each 12- and 18-ft case was required to have

both ensemble forecasts and verifying WW3TCOFCL determin-

istic model analysis.

Tau 0 24 48 72 96 120

12 ft 347 319 261 214 155 112

18 ft 347 319 261 214 155 112
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FIG. 2. (left) WW3NAVGEM ensemble and (right) WW3TCOFCL ensemble. (first row) Input 96-h forecast

tracks, (second row) input forecast and verifying intensities (brown lines and black typhoon symbols), (third row)

96-h forecast 12-ft significant wave height probabilities, and (fourth row) verifying significant wave height (ft)

analyses forWW3NAVGEM deterministic model in the left panels andWW3TCOFCL deterministic model in the

right panels. Forecasts and analyses valid at 0000 UTC 9 Jul 2018 for Maria (WP102018). Significant wave heights

for this case are above the end of the color bar (48 ft). Joint Typhoon Warning Center forecast track and intensity

(blue) is shown for reference. Verifying track labeled ‘‘ST’’ for Super Typhoon is shown (brown) in bottom-

right panel.
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FIG. 3. (left) WW3NAVGEM ensemble and (right) WW3TCOFCL ensemble. (first row) Input 96-h forecast

tracks, (second row) input forecast and verifying intensities (brown lines and black typhoon symbols), (third row)

96-h forecast 12-ft significant wave height probabilities, and (fourth row) verifying significant wave height (ft)

analyses forWW3NAVGEM deterministic model in the left panels andWW3TCOFCL deterministic model in the

right panels. Forecasts and analyses for Ileana (EP112018) 48-h forecast valid at 0000 UTC 8 Aug 2018. Significant

wave heights for this case are above the end of the color bar (48 ft). National Hurricane Center forecast track and

intensity (blue) is shown for reference.
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FIG. 4. Reliability diagrams for WW3TCOFCL ensemble and WW3NAVGEM ensemble (left) 12- and (right)

18-ft significant wave height withWW3TCOFCL deterministic model analysis employed as ground truth. Sequence

progresses from (top) 24-, (middle) 72-, to (bottom) 120-h forecast. See Table 3 for numbers of head-to-head cases.

Dashed lines represent perfect reliability.
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derivative metrics such as discrimination distance, area

under ROC curve, and Brier score (Fig. 7). Each of these

metrics answers a specific question that we discuss below.

Again, our evaluation uses MET, which in turn cites Wilks

(2011) for most of its statistical algorithms. Results shown

here are for a homogeneous dataset, meaning that the scores

from the two different algorithms can be compared since

they are for the same TCs on the same dates. For ground

truth we again use analyzed significant wave heights from

the WW3TCOFCL deterministic model (Sampson et al. 2013)

as these have been shown to have realistic TC structure. We

also performed the same tests using WW3NAVGEM deter-

ministic model analyzed significant wave heights for verifica-

tion, but somewhat surprisingly found consistent results in both

statistical analyses for the metrics chosen. Finally, the evalua-

tion was conducted for 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 day forecasts, but we

limit presentation of the reliability, discrimination and ROC

charts to 1, 3, and 5 days and the results to those using the

WW3TCOFCL model deterministic analysis as ground truth

for brevity.

1) RELIABILITY

Reliability determines howwell the probabilities compare to

observed frequencies. On a reliability diagram, perfect reli-

ability is a diagonal (1:1) line from lower left to upper right,

biases are indicated by model reliability being below (high

bias) and above (low bias) the 1:1 line, and forecast confidence

is provided by the slope of model reliability relative to the 1:

1 line, that is underconfident when the slope is less than and

overconfidence when the slope is greater than one (Wilks

2011). Reliability for both 12- and 18-ft significant wave

height probabilities is shown in Fig. 4. The reliability for

WW3TCOFCL ensemble 12-ft significant wave height appears

high biased (overforecasting in Wilks 2011) throughout. The

FIG. 5. Discrimination diagrams for WW3TCOFCL ensemble and WW3NAVGEM ensemble (left) 12- and (right) 18-ft significant

wave height withWW3TCOFCL deterministic model analysis employed as ground truth. Solid lines indicate observed yes, dashed lines

indicate observed no distributions. Sequence progresses from (top) 24-, (middle) 72-, to (bottom) 120-h forecast. See Table 3 for numbers

of head-to-head cases.
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FIG. 6. ROC diagrams for (left) WW3NAVGEM ensemble and (right) WW3TCOFCL ensemble with

WW3TCOFCL deterministic model analysis employed as ground truth. Sequence progresses from (top) 24-,

(middle) 72-, to (bottom) 120-h forecast. Dashed line indicates no skill. See Table 3 for numbers of head-to-

head cases.
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WW3NAVGEM ensemble appears to overestimate low

probabilities and underestimate higher probabilities in shorter

forecast leads (underconfident), and overestimate probabilities

like theWW3TCOFCL ensemble does at longer forecast leads.

The number of cases drops precipitously for the 120-h 18-ft

significant wave height probabilities above 80%, dropping to

400 head-to-head cases or one grid (SH112019 verifying at

1200 UTC 7 March 2019). So the reliability diagrams at 120 h

for 18-ft significant wave height at the highest probability

thresholds have few verification cases, reflected in the erratic

changes in the reliability.

In the case of the WW3NAVGEM ensemble (under-

confident in short-term forecast leads, overforecasting at

longer-term forecast leads), the authors suspect that the

ensemble is challenged by resolution in that circulations

tend to be too large at longer forecast leads. In the case of

WW3TCOFCL ensemble, the authors suspect several poten-

tial issues. The first is that WW3 is likely more appropriately

run with 10-min mean wind speeds since it is developed to use

NWP fields. This is in contrast to U.S. official forecast center

specified TCwinds and wind probability realizations, which are

both considered 1-min wind speed estimates. Operational

forecasters use conversion rates such as 0.93 (Harper et al.

2010) to convert the 1-min wind speeds to 10-min wind speeds,

and this conversion would likely reduce the high bias. Another

potential source of bias is the statistical wind radius model

(DRCL; Knaff et al. 2007, 2018) used in the wind probabilities.

DRCL wind radii become more symmetric as the forecast

progresses in time, and these symmetric forecasts could pro-

vide unrealistic durations for TC winds. DRCL will never

emulate the large symmetry fluctuations seen in nature. A

more appropriate treatment of the asymmetries, especially at

longer forecast periods, could providemore realistic changes in

fetch and duration of winds around TCs.

2) DISCRIMINATION

Discrimination is the relative frequency with which a fore-

cast can discriminate between events and nonevents, where

FIG. 7. (top) Discrimination distances, (middle) ROC AUC, and (bottom) Brier scores for WW3TCOFCL ensemble and

WW3NAVGEM ensemble. (left) 12- and (right) 18-ft significant wave height shown with WW3TCOFCL deterministic model analysis

employed as ground truth. See Table 3 for numbers of head-to-head cases.
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perfect discrimination would entail no overlap between dis-

tributions of forecast probabilities for events and nonevents.

Discrimination diagrams show these frequencies, where supe-

rior discrimination is indicated by separation between the

events and nonevents. Figure 5 shows discrimination for

probabilities from our two algorithms at 1, 3, and 5 days. One

obvious trend is that the separation between events and non-

events becomes smaller as forecast length increases, as seen by

the lines of the same color converging toward each other. The

ability to discriminate between events and nonevents drops

with forecast lead time for both algorithms.

3) DISCRIMINATION DISTANCE

An easier way to visualize and summarize the discrimination

is to graph the discrimination distance (the difference between

the average of the event and nonevents) for all forecast leads

on one graph (Fig. 7). The discrimination distances for the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble are lower than for WW3NAVGEM

ensemble probabilities out to approximately 24 h, then remain

approximately 10% higher for the longer leads. Significant

differences using a two-tailed t test at the 5% level are

present at all but the 24-h time period for 12-ft probabili-

ties, and at all but 24- and 120-h time periods for the 18-ft

probabilities. Discrimination distances for 12-ft are about

10% higher than for 18-ft significant wave heights at all

forecast leads, indicating more skill in discrimination of 12-

ft significant wave heights. The discrimination distances

also decay at longer leads, indicating less skill in discrimi-

nation between events and nonevents at these forecast

leads times.

4) ROC

ROC is another measure of the ability of the forecast to

discriminate between two alternative outcomes, thus measur-

ing resolution. It is not sensitive to bias in the forecast, so says

nothing about reliability. A biased forecast may still have good

resolution and produce a good ROC curve, which means that it

may be possible to improve the forecast through calibration

(e.g., correcting the bias). ROC can thus be considered as a

measure of potential usefulness (Development Testbed Center

2020). A perfect ROC curve follows the y axis from 0 to 1, then

across the top of the diagram to 1, 1.The ROC degrades for

both algorithms as forecast time increases (Fig. 6). This is true

for both the 12- and 18-ft thresholds.

5) ROC AUC

ROCAUC is a convenient way to summarize how a forecast

discriminates between event/nonevent (Wilks 2011).Values can

theoretically go from 0 to 1. A perfect score is 1, describing the

area under a curve that passes from x5 0, y5 0, through x5 0,

y5 1, to x5 1, y5 1). TheROCAUCfor the no-skill diagonal is

0.5 (the area under a diagonal from x5 0, y5 0 to x5 1, y5 1

on aROCdiagram).As expected, theROCAUC (Fig. 7) for the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble probabilities is relatively low at

analysis time due to the many cold starts in our dataset. The

WW3TCOFCL ensemble ROC AUC improves until about

the 48-h forecast time, then gradually drops off through 120 h.

The WW3NAVGEM ensemble ROC AUC drops gradually

through the forecast and is approximately 15% lower than the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble between 72 and 120 h. Differences in

the ROC AUC pass significance tests at all forecast periods

except at 48 h for 12-ft and at 0 h for 18-ft significant wave

height. The numbers of cases (each case representing an entire

208 3 208 grid) for this ROCAUCat 48, 72, 96, and 120 h are all

well below 200, so conclusions on significance tests 18-ft sig-

nificant wave height should await more cases. Recall that the

high bias in the WW3TCOFCL ensemble is not penalized in

either the ROC or the ROC AUC, and that the ROC AUC is

only used to discriminate between the event and nonevent. It is

encouraging that the WW3TCOFCL ensemble probabilities

maintain high ROC AUC out to 120 h since high bias, not

depicted in either the ROC or ROC AUC, can be corrected

through adjustments in the algorithm.

6) BRIER SCORES

Brier scores are another standard skill score for probabilistic

forecasts, and measure both reliability and resolution (the

ability to distinguish an event from a nonevent). The Brier

score measures the mean square error of probabilities. Here

again we use the WW3TCOFCL deterministic model analyses

as ground truth. Brier scores range from 0 to 1, 0 being a perfect

score. Brier scores for both ensembles evaluated are shown in

Fig. 7 and they are within 3% of each other for both 12- and 18-

ft thresholds. These generally rise as forecast time increase,

indicating skill drops with forecast lead. The uptick in the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble at analysis time is expected as this

ensemble was frequently cold started throughout the testing

period and the WW3TCOFCL ensemble (and its input) has

little spread at analysis time. The WW3NAVGEM ensem-

ble probabilities have slightly lower Brier scores than the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble probabilities at all forecast times for

the 12-ft significant wave height threshold, and scores from the

two algorithms are within 3% of each other. Differences for

12-ft probabilities are significant at all forecast periods. Brier

TABLE 2. Contingency table for WW3NAVGEM ensemble

and WW3TCOFCL ensemble greater than 12-ft significant wave

height probabilities for the 96-h forecast case shown in Fig. 2.

Observed yes and observed no for the 208 3 208 grid encompassing

the verifying TC position in Fig. 2.

WW3NAVGEM

ensemble matched pairs

WW3TCOFCL

ensemble

matched pairs

Probability

Observed

yes

Observed

no

Observed

yes

Observed

no

0.05 0 82 0 56

0.15 0 58 0 37

0.25 0 51 0 38

0.35 0 42 0 37

0.45 10 32 1 33

0.55 16 18 1 35

0.65 14 1 5 29

0.75 28 2 14 12

0.85 32 0 15 5

0.95 14 0 78 2
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scores for 18-ft significant wave height thresholds are within

1% of each other with the WW3NAVGEM ensemble scoring

lower (better). Differences are significant at 24 and 96 h, but

just barely pass significance tests. In the case shown in Fig. 2,

the Brier score for WW3NAVGEM ensemble (0.082098) is

lower than for WW3TCOFCL ensemble (0.13089). This may

seem counterintuitive as the WW3TCOFCL ensemble proba-

bilities ‘‘look’’ to capture the 12-ft significant wave heights in

the WW3TCOFCL deterministic model analysis from 96 h

later. But upon further inspection (Table 2), the distribution of

probability forecasts for WW3NAVGEM ensemble is skewed

to lower probabilities so that it scores much higher in the large

number of nonevents than the WW3TCOFCL ensemble

probabilities for this case. The Brier score becomes inadequate

for very rare (or very frequent) events because it does not

sufficiently discriminate between small changes in forecast that

are significant for rare events (Benedetti 2010). Thus, Brier

score unfairly penalizes extremely rare (or common) event

forecasts and can actually leads to conclusions that disagree

with our intuition (Jewson 2008), such as indicating that the

WW3NAVGEM ensemble outperforms the WW3TCOFCL

ensemble for the case in Fig. 2. The Brier scores are still

useful in our evaluation as they confirm high bias in the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble that, if corrected, could decrease the

Brier scores. However, tuning specifically to Brier scores is not

advised as that could result in undesired reduction in extreme

event prediction (described as underconfident in Wilks 2011).

An analog to this would be tuning a TC wind intensity con-

sensus (e.g., see Sampson et al. 2008) to minimize mean fore-

cast error when the most impactful errors are associated with

rare and difficult to forecast rapid intensification events.

5. Conclusions and future work

A postprocessing algorithm for insertion of real-time oper-

ational TC surface wind forecasts into a 0.258 3 0.258 global
20-member ensemble surface wind field is described. This al-

gorithm was run twice a day (at 0000 and 1200 UTC) for

TABLE 3. No. of cases for reliability, discrimination, and ROC shown in Figs. 4–6.

WW3NAVGEM ensemble

WW3TCOFCL

ensemble

WW3NAVGEM

ensemble

WW3TCOFCL

ensemble

Probability

Observed

yes

Observed

no

Observed

yes

Observed

no

Observed

yes

Observed

no

Observed

yes

Observed

no

24 h 12 ft 24 h 12 ft 24 h 18 ft 24 h 18 ft

0.05 102 76 240 1326 79 715 59 99 054 169 99 583

0.15 169 7871 565 6578 129 3689 193 3299

0.25 319 4397 609 3330 246 1804 267 1432

0.35 517 3087 596 2083 344 876 306 747

0.45 813 2093 744 1429 412 560 335 513

0.55 1049 1499 870 1058 432 238 323 330

0.65 1484 923 960 799 428 119 384 235

0.75 1821 461 1082 671 392 53 329 165

0.85 2189 204 1357 560 353 21 355 89

0.95 5363 64 5717 645 430 0 564 46

120 h 12 ft 120 h 12 ft 120 h 18 ft 120 h 18 ft

0.05 438 20 507 253 14 547 316 30 250 212 27 093

0.15 603 4695 327 5347 298 3549 229 5250

0.25 542 2512 369 4099 208 1494 280 2306

0.35 457 1750 390 2803 189 879 261 1184

0.45 427 1187 560 2200 213 579 244 743

0.55 522 839 744 1481 147 313 153 390

0.65 557 648 650 985 95 195 118 349

0.75 688 438 819 790 61 98 78 118

0.85 621 216 784 408 61 42 26 71

0.95 1149 217 1108 354 13 13 0 23

72 h 12 ft 72 h 12 ft 72 h 18 ft 72 h 18 ft

0.05 440 39 933 134 28 743 326 59 769 123 52 648

0.15 622 9051 278 11 742 332 5526 140 8876

0.25 818 4929 548 7149 324 2156 216 3807

0.35 907 3019 661 4478 314 1132 320 1995

0.45 983 2031 798 3265 365 620 469 1259

0.55 1048 1324 878 2604 387 363 520 720

0.65 1261 751 1213 1631 347 170 477 336

0.75 1362 450 1498 1224 307 41 371 120

0.85 1463 252 1782 680 118 6 188 33

0.95 1934 71 3048 309 46 0 42 3
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approximately one year and included active TCs from all ba-

sins. Each set of postprocessed wind fields was then used as

wind input to WW3 in order to generate a 20-member en-

semble of forecasted significant wave height fields out to

5 days. The resultant significant wave height fields from each

ensemble member were then compiled to create significant

wave height probabilities on a 18 3 18 global grid.
Evaluation was performed using 208 3 208 boxes around

verifying positions of the TCs at each forecast day using

the MET statistics package. Both WW3NAVGEM and

WW3TCOFCL deterministic model analyses were used as

ground truth for evaluation of the probabilities and little dif-

ference was found between evaluations with the two ground

truth datasets. Case studies indicated large discrepancies fre-

quently existed between input winds from the two algorithms.

NAVGEM ensemble tracks and intensities generally had large

spreads, and certainly larger than those generated by the WSP

algorithm that are used in the WW3TCOFCL ensemble for

weaker TCs.WW3NAVGEM ensemble input intensities were

generally low-biased for intense TCs as the NAVGEM en-

semble resolution was challenged to represent steep wind

gradients in relatively small TCs. Large discrepancies also ex-

isted between significant wave height probabilities generated

by each of the ensemble forecasts. The WW3NAVGEM en-

semble significant wave height probabilities tended to be more

widespread and lower in magnitude than those from the

WW3TCOFCL ensemble.

In objective evaluation, reliability diagrams show that

WW3NAVGEM ensemble overestimated low probabilities

and underestimated higher probabilities in short-range fore-

casts, then generally overestimated probabilities by 5 days.

WW3TCOFCL ensemble generally overestimated all prob-

abilities throughout the entire forecast. Brier scores for

WW3NAVGEM ensemble were a few percent better than

WW3TCOFCL ensemble at 12-ft significant wave height

forecasting at all forecast lengths, but inspection of individual

cases indicated that those scores were heavily influenced by

forecasts of very low probability for nonevents (no 12- or 18-ft

significant wave height in ground truth). Brier scores for 18-ft

significant wave height were within about 1% at all forecast

lengths. ROC curves and ROC AUC indicated that discrimi-

nation between events and nonevents degrades with forecast

period for both sets of probabilities, but that WW3TCOFCL

ensemble forecast generally appeared better at discriminating

events from nonevents beyond 24 h. These results are con-

firmed by the discrimination diagrams, discrimination dis-

tances, and significance tests for discrimination distances.

The WW3TCOFCL ensemble high bias noted in the reli-

ability diagrams is likely correctable. Whether by converting

the WW3TCOFCL ensemble input 1–10-min mean winds that

are more representative of NWPmodel winds, by replacing the

Wind Radii CLIPERModel (DRCL) with more realistic wind

distribution realizations, or by applying some combination of

the above, the high bias can be addressed. Also, the validation

package developed in this work could be modified to vali-

date whether changes in algorithms upstream of the WW3

ensembles (e.g., the WSP algorithm and the NAVGEM en-

semble) adversely affect the significant wave height probabilities.

Operational forecasts are certain to improve in the future

through use of new sensors, improved NWP representation of

the vortex, and more advanced postprocessing in the wind

probability algorithm—all of which can affect these en-

sembles. Construction of TC-specific significant wave height

probability verification was time-consuming, but the process

to achieve this is in place and could be used as is or improved

upon to validate TC-specific wave probabilities in the fu-

ture. And addition of Object-Based Diagnostic Evaluation

(MODE) verification available in METmay compliment the

evaluation done within this work as it follows features (e.g.,

TCs) and reports statistics different than those here when

comparing the features. That evaluation would be similar

to and hopefully more rigorous than the 12-ft sea radii

evaluation against operational NHC estimates as done in

Sampson et al. (2016).
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